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Summer Reading Homework
Your goal over this vacation is to do the following:


Find a love for reading through simple tasks



Recognize the reading you already do



Interact with the reading you already do to make the most of it

You will do this by completing the checklist below!

Step 1: Enjoy your Reading
For the following list, all you need to do is complete the task, check it off, and get a
parent signature! Complete at least 5 items from the list below.
□

Read outside, or under a tree

Signature

□

Read the same book a friend or family
member of yours is reading

Signature

□

Trade books with a friend of family member

Signature

□

Talk about a book you are reading with a
friend or family member

Signature

□

Read in the bathroom

Signature

□

Try a book from a genre you haven’t read
before

Signature

□

Read about a hobby / interest of yours in
English

Signature

□

Read when you are bored and have nothing
else to do

Signature
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Step 2: Interact with your Reading
Below are a few ways you can interact with your reading this summer. You should
complete at least 2 of these during the vacation and post them to KidBlog. Log-in
information is on the next page.
These may be completed in pairs or small groups!
You do not need signatures for this, just KidBlog posts!
□

Post a list of 10 new books that you want to read next semester to KidBlog (Hint: Use
http://goodreads.com or http://arbookfind.com)

□

Record a podcast of you reviewing a book or article you read. Post this to KidBlog. (Hint: Use
http://soundcloud.com or http://youtube.com: log-in information is on the next page)

□

Record a video of you reenacting your favorite scene from a book. Post that video to KidBlog.
(Hint: Use http://youtube.com: log-in information is on the next page)

□

Write a book or article review of something you read and share it on KidBlog.

□

Tweet about a book your reading. Use the hashtag #uchonsummerreading or @uchongrade6

□

Write or tell a story of you own. This can be based off of something you read or completely
original. Post it to KidBlog and share!

□

Other: Check with your teacher in person or over classting for other ideas that you might have.
If your teacher approves, have fun with it!
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